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ABSTRACT

An aerial reconnaissance of lake ice conditions in the

Shield region of central Canada west of Hudson Day. and north-

eastern Minnesota and Wisconsin was conducted during the

periods of lake freeze-up 1961 and 1963 and lake break-up 1963

and 1964 using a P2V patrol aircraft provided by the United

States Navy. Albedo measurements of the surface were also

made during these flights. The data from thIese surveys were

copared with climatic data of the region, and the following

interrelationships were found.

Observations of the freezing of lakes showed that between

the area of all frozen lakes ard the area of all open lakes

there is a transition zone. The southern boundary of this

zone is determined by the freezing of tho shallowest lakes

and the northern boundary by the freezing of the deepest lakes.

The width of this zone and the directional trend and movement

of its boundaries showd a recoqnizable pattern from year to

year for the sam region. Thee" patterns reflect nd are

apparently related to the climatic singularity "Indian Summer'.

The patterns of ice break-up for 1963 and 1964 could not

be directly cpared because different areas were investigated,

but the transition zone wes observed to be narrower and better

defined in the northwest bection of the study area, indicating t

that the climatic boundaries are also more distinct toward the

northwest. This agrees with the more sharply defined vegetative a

boundaries found in this region. 0



Ccmparisom of lake freezing dates with running mean air

temperatures shows that there is good agreement between the

freezing date of deep lakes and a 40-day running mean air

temperature of 00 C.. and a fair agreement between freezing

dates of shallow lakes and a 3-day mean air temperature of

0 0 C. The agreement between thawing dates and mean air tempera-

ture is relaltively poor.

Aerial measurements show that there is very little

horizontal variation in the albedo of the tundra in the s er

when lakes are free of Lco and in the winter when they are

frozen and the region is snow covered. Large horizontal

variations of albodo occur in the tundra when lakes are frozen

but there is no snow, and in the boreal forest region when

the lakes are frozen and snow covered.

The rapid disappearance of the snow from the tundra

observd in 1963 produced a sudden increase of 600 percent in

the amount of absorbed radiation at the surface. A heat

budget estimate for the tundra land surface after the snow had

disappeared indicates that the sensible heat transfer to the

atmosphere wae sufficient to heat the lower 1,000 meters of

air at a rate of 1.6°C. per day, a figure that agrees quite.

well with actual obeervations.

The freezing of lakes does not appear to be dependent an

the presence of a particular type of air mass. Sufficiently

cold air temperatures to freeze all lakes can be present in

an air moss of polar origin, or in an air moo of Pacific

origin that has been modified over an extensive snow surface.



because the freezing date of a lake is dependent an its

mean depth, the relative depths of a group of lakes can be

estimated from the sequence of their freezing date*.
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L INTRODUCTION

Freezing and thawing are two important events in the annual heat

cycle of a lake which visually indicate its response to climate. There-

fore the dates of freezing and thawing of a lake should be useful

as an indicator of the type of climate that existed in the region of

that lake prior to freeze-up ind thaw-out for a period of time, the

length of which is dopendent on the size and depth of a lake. By se-

lecting an area with a high concentiation of lakes of many different

sizes and many different depths for visual observation, it should be

possible to obtain a regional pacture of the climate of that area from the

observed freezing and thawing pattern of the lakes. The areal pattern

of freeze-up or break-up, for example, may give us information about

tha movement and modification of air masses, or it nmay be possible to

estimate the .aean depths of lakes by comparing their freezing or thaw-

ing dates with those of lakes with known mean depths.

In order to ube the distribution of lake ice to analyze climate of

a particular region, one must know which climaUc factors are related

to the freezing and thawing of lakes. The major goal of this study is

to map the freezing and thawing of lakes in a particular region and to

relate certain aspects of climate to these events. A second objective,

which Is actually a coroUary to the primary objective, is to evaluate

I
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the effects of the morphology of lakes on their response to climate,

and, after determining these effects, to examine the pojsibility of

estimating mean depths of lakes remotely.

The majority of investigations involving the interrelationship of

lakes and climate have dealt with single lakes or, at most, lakes with-

in a single region. To obtain a large scale regiond! picture of this inter-

relationship it was necessary to use aerial reconnaissance and remote

sensing techniques. Since the detailed information that can be gathered

when dealing with a single lake cannot be obtained in a regional stud/,

the observations reported here must necessarily be more general in

nature.



U. LITERATURE REVIEW

As already mentioned, there has been extensive work done on the

intenrelationship of lakes and climate through the studies of heat bal-

ance of individual lakes, both ice-free and ice-covered. Probably the

most extensive body of literature available on this subject may be

found written in the Russian language, none of which, as far as this

author knows, has been translated into English. Fortunately, however,

there is a sufficiently large volume of literature in English on this sub-

ject, and adequate summaries of this literature may be found in Hutchin-

son (1957), Bunge and Bryson (1956), Dutton and Bryson (1960), and

Scott (1964). The SIPRE (now CRREL) babliogrziplies with abstracts on

snow$ ice, and permafrost are excellent sources for the literature on

this subject.

Scott (1964) has done an excellent study on a group of lakes in

Vilas and Dane Counties in Wisconsin. He Investigated the heat bal-

ance of these lakes beginning just prior to freeze-up, going through

the ice-covered period, and ending with break-up. The main emphasis

was directed to the ice-covered period with the ultimate goal of deter-

mining the role of lakes in studies of climate. Toward this end, Scott

observed that the most important lake factors which serve as climatic

indicators are maximum ice thickness and the freezing and thawing

3
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dates, o.,d that they are good indicators provided morphometric factors

are taken in:o account.

The literature dealing with the freezing and thawing dates of lakes

and the relationship of climate to these dates on a regional basis is

rather limited. Fobes (1945) was first to touch on the subject in his

investigation of the ice clearing dates of Maine lakes. He studied the

long term variability of the opening dates of four lakes and then, based

on four-year records of 51 lakes, drew a map depicting the opening of

these lakes from the coastal sections northward. From a climaUc

point of view he points out, without giving any supporting evidence,

that air temperature is the most important factor controUling the opening

of the lakes. He also concludes that wind, sunshine, and the physical

factors of the lakes are also significant to a certain degree.

Fobes (1948) re-examined the variability of ice-clearing dates in

Maine and added an analysis of New Hampshire lakes to his Jnvestiga-

tion. This paper discusses only the variability of the extremes of ice-

-Jeering dates and does not touch on the relationship of these dates

with climate.

The investigation most closely apipoaching the authors was done

by Durbidge and Lauder (1957). They tabulated information on ice con-

ditions on lakes and rivers over a number of years from data received

from the RCA? and then drew maps showing the average dates of break-
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up and freeze-up in Canada. A study of meteorological conditions

prior to freeze-up and break-up was made, and these events were

then related to mean temperature, degree ddys, and freezing indices

(cumulative degree-days below freezing). With regard to mean tem-

perature, they concluded that there was a direct relationship between

mean air temperature and date of break-up, indicating that this was

the controlling feature for thib event. In relationship to freeze-up the

correlation was not as evident. No firm correlation between either

degrec days or freezing indices and freezing and thawing could be found.

In contrast to the findings of Burbidge and Lauder, MacKay (1961)

in his study of the freeze-up and break-up of the lower Mackenzie

River concluded that both freezing and thawing dates could be corre-

lated significantly with air temperature without regard to other factors

such as snow cover. He also pointed out that accumulated degree-

days are not significantly related to freeze-up or break-up on the

Mackenzie River.

Ftom a four year study of ice conditions on the Great Lakes,

Richards (1964) concluded that the degree day concept was very useful.

He obtained good correlations between degree days and the extent of

ice cover on these lakes.

As pertains directly to this study a report by Ragotzkie and McFadden

(196Z) gave the preliminary results of an attempt to more accurately map
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the freezing pattern of lakes in central Canada. Much of the inforrna-

tion presented In that paper will be included and expanded upon in

this dissertation.

p



Ill. METHODS

A. Leion of Study

For this type of study certain geographical features covering

broad areas are desirable. First, low relief of the entire region is

essential so that the influence of climate on lake freezing and thaw-

ing dates will not be complicated by elevation effects. With low

relief it is possible to observe the movement of air masses which are

unaffected by major topographic barriers such as mountains and to re-

late modifications of these air masses to surface factors such as lake

ice or snow cover.

S'%ond, it is essential that there be a high concentration of lakes

of many different sizes, shapes, and depths covering the entire region.

Scott (1964) concluded that because their thermal properties are well

known, these hrmogeneous landscape features are important in climatic

studies partirularly in regions where meteorelogical stations are

sparsely located.

The region selected for this study was the north-central portion of

the North American continent from northern Wisconsin to the Arctic

Ocean. The area of observation covered the Districts of Mackenzie

and Keewatin, northern Saskatchewan Manitoba, and western Ontario.

Figure I Is a base map of this region. In addition to containing the

features mentioned above, its accessibility by aircraft permitted the

scheduling of observation flights for any time period desired.

7
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Of particular interest is the geological structure and the natural

vegetation of central Canaca and the north-centrdl U. S. Almost the

entire observation area lies within the Canadian Shield region. The

Shield is predominantly pre-Cambrian in age, although some remnant

Paleozoics may be found, and is composed mostly of granites,

gnelsses, and quartzites. Pleistocene ql~iciat•,n has stripped off the

softer, overlying sediments, t-xpusink; the rr.ucn older impermeable

rock.

Because the area is underlain by these impermeable rocks, it has

been impossible in the relatively sho-t time since the w ining of the

last ice sheet for a well-developed drainage system to form. Precipi-

tation that falls onto the surface cannot seep into the ground, and as

a result gathers in the many depressions that occur throughout the

region. PrecipitaUon exceeds evaporation in this region, sc su, face

water abounds in lakes of all sizes and shapes, muskegs, bogs, and

rivers with very irregular courses. From 10 to 20 percent of the land

surface is covered by the lakes.

Natural vegetation must play an important role in this study par-

ticularly because of the consequence of the "trees or no trees" effect

on albedo. These major vegetative regions are delimited for the pur-

poae,n of this investigation: the tundra or barrens, devoid of trees and

other high-standing vegetation; the boreal forest, dominated by conifers

such as spruce, tamarack, and Jack-pine arid with a sprinkling of broad-
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leaf deciduous trees such as aspen, poplar, and birch; and the

northern hardwood-conifer forest and farmland mixture with its culti-

vated fields and wooded areas of mostly deciduous trees.

B. Data Collection

1. Lake Ice Distribution

The platform used for this a.uri,il r.connai..lsanic, wai I U. *. Navy

PZV Neptune patrol aurcraft (Fig. 2) which, ailong with a crew, wa-; pro-

vided by the Service Te:it Divis~on of the Naval Air Test Center,

Patuxent River, Maryland, through the Otffce of Naval Research. This

aircraft is useful because of its long range and its multi-engine reliabil-

ity over the vast uninhab.ted terrain of northern Canada. Of particLIar

I

FIGURE 2. U. S. Navy PZV patrol aircraft used for Ice reconnaissance
flights.
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importance is the plexiglass nose of the plane from which an observer

can have an unobstructed view of the terrain in front, below, and to

the sides of him. The PZV was normally manned by three observers and

eight crew members during each flight. Each observer had specific

duties relating to various experiments being performed aboard the

aircraft.

Lake ice information was obtained by both visual and photographic

means. Three dcifferent types of cameras were used to obtain the photo-

graphic coverage, each servin7 a specific purpose. A Pol&roid Auto-

maUc 100 camera was used to obtain black and whit. pictures of the

terrain and sky at various places along the flight track. rhese pictures

were very useful in the post-flight analysis of the data and for the more

efficient planning of the next flight. A Nikkorex Zoom 35 camera was

used to obtain color transparencies of ice, terrain, and sky conditions

at intervals during each flight. These photog-aphs were used to help

document the visual records.

The most useful photographic tool was the time lapse mo% camera

mounted in the plexiglass nose of the aircraft. The camera was a Bolex

16mm movie camera modified for time lapse operation by Mr. Claude

ROnne of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. It was operated

at 2 frames per second, which at an airspeed of 200 miles per hour

made possible about 35 minutes or 116 miles continuous coverage per
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100 foot roll of film. By projecting this film at 16 frames per second

the viewer has the !,ensa•ton of traveling at eight times the real speed

of the =ircraft or about 1600 miles per hour. Despite the apparent

speed, the continuity of the picture is excellent, arid by using a pro-

jector with an adequate heat filter the film can be stopped for detailed

stuay of a particul•r frame. A cont.,Lius photr•qaphic record of the

significant portions of each flight was cbtairsed with this camera ior

use in the detailed analysis of the lake ice di-tribution.

Visual observations w,1re also made from the plexiglass nose of

the aircraft. Ice conditior.s were entered directly on maps, and inter-

esting terrain features, snow cuver, and general weather conditions

were recorded in a log book and on tape over the intercom system of

the plane. The observet also served as photographer and kept in ac-

curate log of the location of the aircraft at the start and end of each

roll of movie film and when a 35mm or Polaroid snapshot was taken.

The maps used were the National Topographic Series of Canada

and the Sectional Aeronautical Charts for the United States. Both

series have a scale of 8 miles to the inch and show good detail of lzkes.

Prior to each flight the track to be followed was laid out carefully on two

complete sets of maps, one set for the pilot and one set for the observer.

On the observer's maps were recorded the ice rondition and amount on

each lake observed, the deviation of the flight path from the original

track, and numbered check marks which, after being simultaneously

-t
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iarked on all recording devices, could be used to accurately locate

an event on any of the instrument records.

Ideally, observational flights were conducted at 1000 feet above

the terrain although low stratus clouds or snow at times forced the air-

craft below this level in order to maintain visual observation with the

ground. Visual navigation was n.aintained at all times by the pilot.

The naviqator, who could not see outside the plane, carried on dead

reckoning or radio navigation with occasional position reports from the

pilot. If the observer, while changing film or writing in the log book,

lost his position, he would reorient himself with information obtained

from the pilot. If the weather deteriorated to the point of losing visual

contact with the ground, as it ocrasionaliy did, heading and altitude

(1000 feet) were maintained until visual contact was reestablished.

2. Albedo

Incident and reflected shortwave radiation used to compute albedo,

were measured by two Klpp & Zonen solarimeters mounted on the upper

and lower surfaces of the fuselage on the aft section of the aircraft.

Both sensors were mounted level for flight. The construction of the

upper and lower sufaces of the fuselage is esszntlally uninterrupted

except for the verical stabilizer, thus providing both sensors with

almost completely unobstructed fields of view. The shading effect of

the tall was negligible except when it came between the top sensor and
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the sun. In these cases the measurements were disregarded.

These solarimeters give an output proportional to the incident

short wave radiation of about 8 mv per ly/min. The outputs were re-

corded on a Manneapolas-Honeywell Brown 12-ppe.int recorder. Each of

the outputs from the top and bottom sensors recorded alternately on

this recorder every two seconds. On the most recent flights these out-

puts were also recorded on magnetic tape on two of the channels of an

eight channel Precision Instrument tb 100 tape recorder having a spued

of 3.75 inches per second.

3. Seache Measurements

For the study of the relationship of lake morphology, in particular

mean depths of lakes, and climate, it was necessary to obtain ground

measurements of actual mean depths and to compare these measure-

ments with the estimated mean depths obtained from the ice phenology

data. The actual mean depth of a lake can be computed from depths

obtained from a series of soundings over the entire lake made from a

boat, or it can be estimated from the period of the lake's ie with

the use of Merianes formula (see Stewart, 1964). The seiche method

was used because of the ease in transporutng the measuring equipment

and because most of the lakes were accessible only by an aircraft

equipped with floats. During the summer of 1963, selche measure-

ments were made on several lakes between The Pas, Manitoba, and
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Lynn Lake, Manitoba, with a water level recording instrument designed

and described by Stewart (1964). This instrument wa.i an electrical con-

ductivity device and consisted of a plexiglass tube about 10 inches in
U

length with two parallel silver wires inside and running the length of

the tube. The changing water level pruduced a change in electrical

resistance which in turn was measured as the imbalancec of a wheat-

stone bridge circuit. The tube was stoppered at both ends and had

several smali holes which could be opened ar closed to permit damping

of short waves.

i. Lake Ice Distribution

As has been noted by Burbadqe and Lauder (1957), the lack of a

"universal" definition for either freeze-up or break-up has mad" it dif-

ficult to map these events and, even more so, to relate them to climate.

Because the main purpose of this paper is to map lake Ice distribution

and to relate freezing and thawing to climate, the following explanation

regarding freeze-up and break-up terms is presented.

During the period when lakes are freezing or thawing in this region,

there is a line north of which all lakes are frozen and a second line

south of which all lakes are open. Between these two lines Is a region

with some open, some frozen, and some partly frozen or thawed lakes
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which was named the transition zone. During freeze-up the northern

line marked the boundary between this transition zone and the region

where all lakes, with the exception of those listed below, were 100

percent frozen. This line is called the deep lake freeze line. The

southern line, in this case, was marked at the location where the

smrallest lakes indicaited on the sectional charts were frozen and south of

which all indicated lakes were open. This line is called the shallow lake

freeze line.(Lakes whose diameters are less than approximately 0. 5

miles are not mapped. ) During the break-up the ice conditions for the

northern and southern lines were opposite to those of freeze-up, and

these lines are called deep and shallow lake thaw lines.

The exact mean depths of the lakes that formed the shallow lake

line and the deep lake line in all locations were unknown. Some esti-

nmate as to the range of mean depths for these different size lakes could

be made from observations of the freeze-up of lakes in an area where

mean depths of several lakes had been determined. A mean depth range

of from slightly less than 1 meter to 3 meters appeared to be a realistic

estimate for those lakes forming the shallow lake line. There are soze

lakes in the region having mean depths between 10 and 15 meters. These

lakes would definitely be part of the deep lake line, but other lakes

with mean depths of about 6. 5 meters were observed to form part of the

deep lake line In certain areas. A mean depth range of 6. 5 meters to

10 meters appeared to be a realistic estimate for the deep lakes, with
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lakes having mean depths of about I5 meters being the largest lakes

considered in this study.

Because of their large areal size, some lakes throughout the re-

gion of Inv:stigation were not considered as good "indicator" lakes.

By this we mean that their response time to climate was so much greater

than all of the other lakes that they appeared as large anomahles in the

overall pattern. These lakes and their provincial locations are given

in Table 1.

TABLE I

%AXES CONSIDERED AS ANOMALOUS IN THIS INVESTIGATION

Lake Province or District

Great Bear Mackenzie
Great Slave Mackenzie
Baker Keewatin
Dubawnt Keewatin

Nueltin Keewatin and Manitoba
Reindeer Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Southern Indian Manitoba
Athabaska Alberta and Saskatchewan
Winnipegosis and Manitoba Manitoba
Winnipeg Manitoba
Wollaston Saskatchewan

To locate the transition zone and its boundaries and to map the

migration of this zone during the freezing and thawing seasons, it was

necessary to analyze the ice maps, 16mm movies, 35mm slides, and

polaroid pictures from each flight using the following procedure.
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Using the maps, with the amount and condition of ice on each observed

lake marked on them, as a guide, the lbrmm movies were projected us-

ing the start-stop projector. A comparison of the information on the

map with the movies was made to assure that the boundaries of the

transition zone were located correctly. The still photographs, which

as a rule were taken to either side of the flight path, were u.%ed in con-

junction with the maps and movies to provide more dettil in the

analysis. Because each flight crossed the transition zone boundaries

in at least two different locations and because flight tracks were re-

peated at least twice durmnq each operation, it was possible to m.sp

both the location and the migration of the transition zone during the

observational period. All distances were reported in nauticail miles.

Z. Albedo

The albedo records from each flight were analyzed in much the same

manner as the ice maps. The record of each flight was first stratified

according to terrain type, snow cover, time of day, and cloud cover as

recorded by the movies, Utill pictures, and notes of existing conditions

made at frequent intervals by the observer during each flight. After

sectioning of the record was complete, values of the upper and lower

solarimeters were read at 3/4-minute intervals within each section.

Albedo in percent, which is the ratio of reflected to incident solar ra-

diation times 100, was computed for the individual readings. The mean,
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standard deviation, and relative variance (coefficient of variability)

for the albedo of each sectionwerealso computed.

3. Seiche Data

Selche records were subjected to power spectrum analysis to

determine the primary seiche period for each of the lakes sdmpled.

For each record a sampling interval of much less than half of the

shortest wave period was selected. The data taken from the records

were punched on IBM cards, and a variance spectrum analysis for

each was made using the CDC 1604 computer. The program used was

that of Hutchins (1963), the output of which in,:huded lag number, fre-

quency, period, normalized spectrum (percentago of total variance at

each frequency), auto-covariance function, ar.d the natural log of the

normalized spectrum. After determining the primary seiche period for

each lake, the mean depth of the lake was computed using Merian's

formula (Stewart, 1964).

4. Mean Temperature Records

Daily maximum and minimum temperatures for selected Canadian

stations were obtained from the Meteorological Branch of the Depart-

ment of Transport, Canada, for use in calculating running mean tem-

peratures (R. M. T. ). These data were punched on IBM cards, and,

using an IBM 1620 computer, running mean temperatures were com-

puted for each station for 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 days. For
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example, the 10 day R. M. T. for Nove..aber 12 would be the mean of the

mean temperature for that day plus the mean temperature for each of

the preceding nine days, viz.,

TNov. 12f Nov. II ... +TNov. 3

10()

These computed temperatures were then compared with the lake ice

distribution in a manner that will be described in a later chapter.

5. Radiosonde Data

In peparation for the air mass studies, radhosonde data were

gathered for selected stations and dates during the observational

periods orom the Monthly Bulletin of Canadian Radiosonde Data (1961 -

1963). Only the data from the surface to the S00 millibar height were

used. From these data, potenUal temperature and mixing ratio for each

height were computed and plotted on Rossby diagrams. This information

was used for part of the air mass-lake ice comparison study.

4 t



IV. LAKE ICE DISTRIBUTION

A. Freeze up

The results of lake ice distribution horn both Freeze-up 1961

and 1963 are grouped together and discussed in this section, and the

results from Breakup 1963 and 10t,4 will be discussed in the following

section.

On 24 and 26 October 1961, the dates of the first lake ice recon-

naissance flights into central Canada, the freezing or transition zone

was south of Churchill and well into the bt)real forest as shown in

Figure 3. Subsequent flights frorr W nnipeg, Manitoba, and Madison,

Wisconsin, revealed lake ice d iutions as shown in Figures 3 and

4.

Transition zone widths were measured along several longitudes

for various observational dates, and rates of migration of both the

deep and shallow lake lines along 98W. arid 94%V. longitude were

computed. These data are given in Tables 2 and 3. and the widths

are shown graphically in Figure 5.

After analyzing the data and reporting the results from Freezoup

1961 (Ragotzkie and McFadden, 1962), Project Freezeup 1963 was

planned to observe the freezing of lakes from the Arctic Ocean south

to Wisconsin and to ascertain whether there was a year to year simi-

larity in the overall lake freezing pattern of the region. This plan

21
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called for beginning the oper.ition in the middle of September and con-

tinuing to the middle of November. The distributon of lake ice during

the 1963 observational period .s shown in Figures 6 - q' !.-,d the tran-

sition zone widths and rates of migration are presented in Tables 4

and 5 and Figure 10.

When the lake ice distribution was first m ipped on 24 mind 2t.

October 1%l1, the transition zone was narrower thin .-it iny othter

tume during this observational period. Also it widened tow.ird the w,.st.

Between these dates and S, November, the freezing zunte .dvainc,Žd south-

ward, widening at app.oximately the same rate ,ilong ill longitudes

within the study area. Between 5 and Q November the. zone. continI,..O

to advance. The rate of migration of the shallow lakt- line was much

greater along the eastern flank of the aroa so that by 9 November the

transition zone had widened toward the east, the reverse of the situa-

tion on 5 November and earlier.

When the transition zone was first observed in the tundra on

26 September 1963, the zone was over 260 miles in width aiong 100' W.

longitude and slightiy wider toward the east. Between 26 September

and 20 October, it advanced southward and nar-owed to less than one-

half this width. This narrowing was due to the slowing down and

erratic movement of the shallow lake freeze line during this interval.

The distribution of lake ice after 20 Octobar 1963 can be compared

with the 1961 distribution in order to ascertain if the freexe-up t atterns
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TABLE 2

TRANSITION ZONE WIDTHS, FREEZEUP 1961

Western Sector Eastern Sector

Date Width Longitude Width Longitude

(n. ml.) " W. (n.mI.) * W.

24 Oct 225 101 - -

Z6 Oct 140 98 60 94

3 Nov 360 101 - -

5 Nov 315 98 240 94

9 Nov 240 98 360 94

TABLE 3

AVERAGE RATES OF MOVEMENT IN MI/DAY OF FREEZE LINES,
FrREZEUP 1961

986W. 94"W.

Date Deep Shallow Deep Shallow

26 Oct
to 7.0 Z4.5 6.0 24.0

5 Nov

5 Nov
to 25.0 3.0 20.0 51.0

9 Nov
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TABLE 4

TRANSITION ZONE WIDTHS, FREEZEUP 1963

Western Sector Eastern Sector

Date Width Longitude Width Longitude
(n.mi.) " W. (n. mi) " W.

26 Sept 262 100 277 96
3 Oct 191 100 234 96

15 Oct 126 100 158 96
18 Oct 52 108 91 105
Z0 Oct 127 100 117 96

4 Nov 391 100 320 96
6 Nov 288 93 303 91

TABLE 5

AVERAGE RATES OF MOVEMENT IN MI/DAY OF FREEZE LINES,
FREEZEUP 1963

100" W. 96" W.

Date Deep Shallow Deep Shallow

26 Sept
to 7.3 -11.4 6.1 0

3Oct

3 Oct
to 6.0 5.6 7.7 1.8

15 Oct

isOct
to 13.4 13.6 26.4 17.2

20 Oct

20 Oct
to 13.3 30.9 12.4 25.9

4 Nov
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are similar for the two years. The width of the zone was narrower at

this time than at any other time in either year. The zone was also

wider along the western flank on both occasions. However, in 1963

the nanower transition zone stage occurred about 225 miles north of

the 1961 position.

The pi.ttern of freezing after 20 October 1963 was very similar to

the pattern observed in 1961 after ?4 ani 26 October: a general widen-

ing of the zone occurring between this date and 4 November and a rapid

advance of the shallow lake line in the eastern sector after 4 November.

The results obtained on the distribution of lake ice during the

autumn freeze-up period suggest that th, annual pattern of freezing

remains fai-ly constant even though certain events that take place dur-

Ing this period occur at slightly different times and in slightly different

locatie as from one year to the next. This pattern appears to be a reflec-

Uon of the two phases of "Indian Summer" described by Bryson and

Lahey (1958). The following Is taken directly from their paper (pp. 32-

33) relaUng their conclusions pertaining to this event.

"The rapidly rising zonal index about the 20th of September
... ends the 3eptember rains and ushers in "Indian Summer."
With the more meridional flow of early September, moist tropical
air from the Gulf of Mexico enters the storms and frontal systems
of the upper Midwest, but as the zonal flow increases the source
of warm air shifts more to the west, and it is drawn from the
southwestern desert area after the 20th of September. This
change is evident in the resultant surface flow charts for Septem-
ber and October ... as well as in the mean 500 mb flow.

"... the 16th of October (on the average) ushers in a second
phase of Indian Summer characterized by a rapie southward shift
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of the polar frontal zone. While the mid-United States remains
generally dry during this period the probability of snow rapidly
rises, as outlined by Wahl (1954). It appears from the data
presented here and on the five-day normal charts that this
second phase of Indian Summer is one in which the mid-latitude
anticyclones change to cooler air masses at the surface.

"Indian Summer and typical autumn synoptic patterns end
quickly about the first of November as true continental polar
outbreaks and the storms of early winter begin. "

It is suggested that the observed ndzrowing of the Lranrition zone

in the last week of September, 1903, and the widening of the zone

after the third week in October in both 1961 and 1963 are directly

related to the two phases of Indian Summer described above. Specific-

ally, the 80 mile northward retreat of the shallow lake freeze line along

100" W. longitude between 26 September and 3 October 1963 correlates

very well with the initial phase of Indian Summer, which begins in the

upper Midwest after 20 September. The second phase of Indian Summer

Is reflected in the much faster rate of southward movement of both

freeze lines after 15 October 1963. The true continental Polar aut-

kreaks that mark the end to this singularity probably accounted for the

high rate of movement of the shallow lake freeze line observed in the

early part of November in both 1961 and 1963.

B. Break-up

The observational periods for the two years covered different

areas: Breakup 1963 covered the same area as Freezeup 1)63, and

breakup 1964 Included generally the region from 105" W. to 115* W.

longitude. This plan was followed In order to gain knowledge of the

i
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pattern of thawing over the entire region of central Canada.

Ice reconnaissance flights in 1963 commenced on 22 May and

ended on I July. A total of seven flights were made during this period,

and the observed lake ice distributions are shown on the maps in

Figures 31 - 13. The measured thawing zone widths and calculated

migration rates are presented in Tables b and 7 and Figure 14.

Several features of the northward progression of the transition zone

we of interest. On ZZ May the zone was narrower on the east, but as

It retreated northward its width along 96" W. increased steadily, and it

became wider along tWus longitude than along 101 * W. due to the fairly

uniform acceleration of the shallow lake line. Conversely, on the

western sida of the area the unsteady movement of the shallow lake line

resulted Ir. sharp variations in the zone width.

From data oLtalned on the flights of 29 June and 18 October 1963,

It was apparent that the transition zone, be it freezing or thawing, de-

creased in width and became more sharply defined west of 100" W.

longitude. Breakup 1964 was planned primarily to investigate this appar-

ant trend in northwestcrn Canada.

All flights with the exception of the first, which originated in Win-

nipeg", Manitoba, were made from Yellowknife, N. W. T. The distribu-

tion of lake ice during this period is shown in Figures I 5 and 16. The

measured break-up zone widths and calculated migration rates of the

ice lines are presented in Tables 8 and 9.
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TABLE 6.

TRANSITION ZONE WIDTHS, BREAKUP 1963

Western Sector Eastern Sector

Date Width Longitude Width Longitude
(n. mi.) W. (n. mi. "W.

22 May 166 101 111 99
45 96

9 Jun 198 101 108 99

1o8 96

12 Jun - - 1Z6 96

14 Jun 161 101 182 99

26 Jun ZZ0 (est.) 101 288 99
308 96

29 Jun 166 109 - -

1 Jul 363 (est.) 101 414 96
390 (est.) 100

TABLE 7.

AVERAGE RATES OF MOVEMENT IN MI/DAY OF THAW LINES,
BREAKUP 1963

1010 W. 960 W.

Date Deep ShaLlow Deep Shallow

ZZ May
to 15.7 17.S 9.6 12.8

9 Jun
9 Jun
to 14,4 7.2 7.7 13.3

12-14 JAm
12-14 Jun

to 7.4 12.5 11.0 22.6
26 Jun
26 Jun

to 3.6 30.4 6.2 29.8
1 Jul
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TABLE 8

TRANSITION ZONE WIDTHS, BREAKUP 1964

Western Sector Eastern Sector _
Date Width Longitude Width Longitude

(n.mi.) "W. (n.m.) "W.

4 June I11 (est) 103 127 10z
135 101

7 June 63 113 197 104
Z08 (est) 103

9 June 153 113 165 10S.5

TABLE 9

AVERAGE RATES OF MOVEMENT IN MI/1v)AY OF THAW LINES
BREAKUP 19,64

113 W. 108." SW. 103" W.

Date Deep Shallow Deep Shallow Deep Shallow

4 Jun to 7 Jun . -. . 12.3 42.7

7 Tun IO 9 Jun 16.5 64.0 . .. .

9 Jan to 8 Jun - 1.s

9unA to 30 Jun 4.0 -

ZSuhe to 30 Jun - 6.0

30 Ju So Z Jul 4.5 -

Z Julto 1o Ju 4.3 -

30 Juato 10 Jul - 3.7
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Although the break-up of lakes in 1964 was characterized by the

rapid northward movement of the shallow lake line to the arctic coast,

between 9 and 28 June, some Interesting results were obtained both

before and after this interval. While the width of the transition zone

was still measurable in early June, it was observed that the zone nar-

rowed westward of the previous area of study. For exa•mple, on 7 June

the width decreased from an estimated 208 miles along 103" W. longi-

tude to 63 miles along l1 i* W. longitude.

One of the most striking featues of the transition zone observed

during Breakup 1964 was its sharp southern boundary or deep lake thaw

line in the region west of IOS' W. longitude and in particular north of

Greet Slave Lake. Ice cover increased from zero at the line to over 50

percent only Z0 miles north of the line. It was originally thought that

this sharp boundary was a result of a certain amount of uniformity of

mean depths for the lakes in this region. Later discussions concern-

ing the vegetaUtn of the region brought out the fact that the vegetative

boundaries were much more sharply defined in this region also (Larsen,

1965b). This would suggest that the sharp ice boundary Is in some way

climatically induced, but any conclusions regarding this must await

fwther study.

It was mentioned in an earUer chapter that only those lakes large

enough to be mapped on the topographic map series used were considered.

j
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Thus the shallow lake thaw line is not indicative of the Ice conditions

on the shallowest or smallest lakes in the tundra. It should be noted

that only one flight in either break-up operation, 9 June 1964, resulted

in the observation of a region of completely frozen lakes. Two such

areas were observed on this flight, both lying along a line from

Takiyuak Lake (66" 25' N, I I3" W) to Macalpine Lake (66" 40' N, 103" W).

The area of completely frozen lakes coincided with the are.i of 100 per-

cent snow cnver in both cases.

A third Interesung observauon made during Breakup 19t64 concerned

the effect the ice covered Great Slave Lake had on the position of the

deep lake thaw line on 7 and 9 June. East of Great Slave Lake this

line trended northwest-southeast in the usual manner, but north of the

large Ice covered body of water the trend direction was not maintained.

It is suggested that northward moving warm air Is modified as it moves

across Great Slave Lake so as to retard the thawing of lakes immediately

north of it end to desmrow the NW-SE trend. It should be noted that

this vrend had beenre-established along the entire line by the end of

June after the disappeareace of Ice from Great Slave Lake.

The longitudinal extent of the observations of the deep lake line

was extended during this operation because of the close proximity of

Yellowknife to the atudy area. The best coverage was obtained on the

flights of 8 and 10 July. During these flights the deep lake line was

intersected a total of nine times between 103" W. and 127? W. longi-

tude (Figure 20).
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A brief comparison of freeze-up and break-up patterns shows some

interesting features. The genural trend directiun of both freeze and

thaw lines is northwest-southe-ist. This is significant in that It agrees

with the trend of vegetatve zones ,%nd boundiries, such as the tree

line. This would seem to indicate that the same cli.atic factors are

to some extent responsible for both patterns.

Another similarity observed was the narrowing of the transition

zone in the northwest portion of the study area. This agrees with find-

ings th ,ome vegetative zonts also n wrrow to the northwest.

Differences were observed in thr rt-it of movement of the deep

lake freeze and thaw lines. During freeze-up the rate of movement

was iniually slow but increased later an the fall. The rate of movemrent

of the deep lake thaw line, on the other hand, was faster initially and

slower later.

It was also noted that freeze-up followed the seasons more closely

than did break-up. The coming of winter in a particular area coincided

with the freezing of the lakes, but summer had come and the snow had

disappeared quite some time before all of the ice had melted on the

deep lakes.



V. COMPARISON OF LAKE FREEZING AND THAWING DATES WITH AIR
TEMPERATURE DATA

The hypothesis that a lake integrates the air temperature over a

period of time was first proposed in a quantitative form by Dutton

and Bryson (1Q6 0) and liter by Scott (1464). Although earlier Investi-

gators, such as Halbf.iss (l'J)i) ind Birge (lql), recognized that

lakes reacted to changes in clirmate, Dutton and BrysonV in their

study of heat fluxes in Like Mendota, were first to establish quanti-

tatively that a lake integrates the chmate over a certtin period of time.

Scott, in his study of .i trouý of Wisconsin lakes, showed quantita-

tively that this integration period is a function of the size and depth

of the lake.

Since the freezing and thawing of a lake are easily observable

thermal events in the annual heat cycle of a lake, they might be use-

ful as indices of the mean temperature of the atmosphere for some

period of time preceding the event.

Before proceeding to a comparison of lake ice and air tempera-

tures a brief review of the freezing and thawing processes of lakes

is presented in order to lay a foundation for a following hypothesis.

Scott (1964) made an extensive study of these processes on a group

of lakes In Wisconsin, and the following expianation is a general

summary of his observations.

47
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In late autumn lakes cool rapidly by a transfer of sensible ind

latent heat to the atmosphere with the deep lakes Icsing heat more

rapidly than the shallow lakes. Just prior to freeze-up, when the

net radiation becomes negauve, there is some cuoling by radiation.

The amount of heat loss by this process is con!;idurably less than by

sensible and latent heat transfer. When the mean water terrper iturt*

decreases to between 0' and 3. ''C, the lake freezes. After freezing,

the dominant mode of heat loss is by radiation.

Scott also found that the ice-melt or wastage period, which is

the Interval between maximum ice thickness and break-up is charac-

terized by both radiation gain and transfer of sensible and latent heat

from the air to the ice. Once the snow cover has disappeared from the

ice surface an obvious greenhouse effect occurs. Roughly 60 to 7,

percent of the effective solar radiation at the Ice surface Is transmitted

through the Ice and i: absorbed by and heats the water. Conduction of

heat from the water to the ice causes melting at the bottom of the ice,

and transfer of sensible and latent heat from the warmer air above re-

sults in wastage at the upper surface of the ice. The amount of heat

available for melting the ice from below is a function of the size and

depth dthe lake. Radiation may account for approximately 25 percent

of the ice wastage from the lower surface in deep lakes and up to 50

percent of the wastage in shallow lakes.

The effects of wind on the closing and opening of lakes were not

It
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studied by Scott although an implied relationship was made in his

consideration of the relation between fetch and the mean temperature

of the lake at closing. Because of the areal scale of this study these

effects will be omitted here also, except for one example to be pre-

sented later in this chapter. It is important to note, however, that

wind does play a role in both the closing and opening of lakes, tend-

ing to hold the lake open in the autumn and often causing rapid and

sometimes destructive "blow-outs" in the spring.

From this brief account it is evident that sensible and latent heat

transfer processes are Uiportant for the cooling of the water precedinn

freeze-up and the ice-wastage preceding break-up, with radiation

sharing up to equal importance for the ice wastage period only. The

dependence of freezing and thawing on air temperatures, then, is ap-

parent, and it should be possible to show to what degree this relation-

ship exists for both shallow and deep lakes.

Uf the date of one of these thermal events is noted for a given lake,

it should be possible to determine for that date a preceding time period

for which a selected mean air temperature exists. This time period will

be called the thermal time constant, and the purpose of this chapter is

to describe the results of the lake Ice - air temperature comparisons

which were made In order to determine the time constants for the deep

and shallow lakes.

A climatological application of such a thermal relationship would

be: If the freezing or thawing dates of a group of different size lakes
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are observed at a particular location, then estimates of mean air

temperatures ft/various time periods preceding the events can be

made for this location. If the observations were extendad to a large

region, then the mean air temperature over the entire region for various

time periods could be determined. Conversely, if mean air tempera-

ture data from climatological stations were available, an observer

could determine the dates of freezing or thawing of lakes of various

sizes and depths throughout the region.

A. Freeze-up

The dominant process Involved in the closing of iakes Is sensible

and latent heat transfer to the atmosphere. The relationship between

* the preceding mean air temperatures and freezing dates for 3hallow

and deep lakes is presented for a number of stations in the study area

In Figs. 17-26 and Table 10. The daily running mean air temperature

values for 3 and 40-days were selected by inspection from the 3, 5,

10, IS, 20, 30, and 40-day period runs because these Intervdls pro-

vided the best fits with the observed lake freezing dates. The dates

of freezing listed for each station in Table 10 were determined by

Interpolation except for those stations starred.

There Is very good agreement (less than two days difference)

between the freezing dates of deep lakes and the date the 40-day mean

air temperature falls to 0" C for all stations except Madison, Wiscon-

sin. It Is suggested that the 3-day error that appeared in 1961 and
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1963 at Madison, a station where the passage of the deep lake line

was observed, was due to the non-representativeness of the air tem-

perature data collected at Truax Field just north of the city. This

recording station is located in an area surrounded by hills which

aid the collection and retention of pockets of cold air during periods

of strong radiational cooling, thus leading to lower noctumnal minimum

air temperatures.

Shallower lakes are more nearly in equilibrium with the atmosphere

than deeper lakes. Thus the integration pero•o for climatic data be-

comes drastically reduced. Oscillations of the 3-day mean air tem-

perature above and below O'C may occur several times at any one sta-

Uon before it falls below this level for the rt lainder of the autumn

season. Because of these fluctuations It might be expected that shal-

low lake freeze dates are less precisely related to mean air tempera-

ture. The results of the comparison of the freezing of shallow lakes

with the 3-day mean air temperature shown in Table 10 bear this out.

For shallow lakes it is suggested that there are two contributing

factors to the incrcased variation. Interpolation and extrapolation of

ice lines based on average rates of movement introduce errors because

shallow lakes may freeze, thaw, and then refreeze one or more times

before final freeze-up. This means that the southern freeze line may

have oscillated north and south between observational periods. Also,

linear Interpolation Is an oversimplification since we know by obser-
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vation that the shallow line moves unevenly.

Difference in mean depths of the shallower la:,es from one region

to another may also be another factor contributing to the discrepan-

cies in computed versus observed freeze dates. The shallowest lakes

may freeze after a single day average of 0 C or below or even an over-

rught low below freezing. Such was probably the case for the estima-

Uon of the shallow lake freeze date for The Pas in 1963. Skim ice WadS

observed on some small and apparently very shallow likes along the

Saskatchewan River, 30 miles SSE of The Pas Airport, early on the

morning of 4 November. It is possible that this ice was only tempor-

ary, and that these shallow lakes froze again at some later date.

Grace Lake at The Pas, which is known to have a mean depth of one

meter, was still unfrozen on this date.

Figures 17-26, which show the 3 and 40-day running mean air

temperature curves and deep and shallow lake freeze dates for different

stations, also show the overall trend of decreasing temperatures during

the autumn season. A conspicuous feature of this trend is "Indian

Summer," which was referred to In Chapter IV. A comparison of tem-

perature tends for 1961 and 1963 shows the greater influence this

singularity played on the climate of central Canada in 1963.

In 1961 (Figures 17-20), Indian Summer was reflected in the 3-day

running mean temperature curve at all four stations by two or three sharp

rises in temperature beginning in the first few days of October. The

effect was much more pronounced at Winnipeg than at Lynn Lake. The
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40-day running mean curve does not appear to reflect this singularity

during this period as would be expected considering the short dura-

tion of the temperature rises.

Indian Summer Is an outstanding feature of the autumn tempera-

ture trend in 1963 at all stations, even as far north as Baker Lake.

So prominent was this singularity in 1963 that it even showed up

markedly in the 40-day running mean curve. At northern stations,

Indian Summer appeared as a plateau on the temperature graphs, but

at Madison theaeffect was so strong that It appeared a, a conttnua-

tion of the mid-August warm trend (Figures Zi-Z6). The stronger

influence on the lake ice distrIIutron induced by this singularity in

1963 was clearly reflected in the more northerly position of the tran-

sition zone at the time of its minimum width.

B. Break-up

Before comparison tests were made between mean air tempera-

ture end break-up dates it was suspected that the dominance of two

pocesses, radiation, and sensible and latent heat transfer, would

produce somewhat different results from those obtained in the freeze-

up comparisons. The same time periods were used for break-up

comparisons after it was observed from freeze-up comparisons and from

Inspection of similar time period runs for break-up that the 3-day and

40-day means were the best air temperature time constants. The

results of this analysis are shown In Figures 27-36 and Table 11.
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Examination of the results shows that there is generally good

agreement between thaw dates and the running mean air temperature

of 4. S to 5"C for the deep lakes. Processes other than sensible

and latent heat transfer, namely radiation and, in at least one case,

wind, also play a role in causing break-up. At Madison, Wisconsin,

for example, break-up was the result of a severe storm with over

60 in. p. h. winds that struck southern Wisconsin on 3 April and

opened all lakes in the region, shallow and deep, on that date (Lettau,

L , 1963). Again, It is suggested that interpolation or extrapolation

of ice lines may have been responsible for some of the larger varla-

tions obse.. d in the break-up date comparisons.

Examination of the 3-day mean air temperatures for opening dates

of the shallow lakes shows no apparent agreement. This again may

be a result of the need for a more critical interpolation and extrapola-

tion of the thaw lines in the case of shallow lakes, or a regional dif-

ference in the mean depths of the shdilow lakes.

It was pointed out earlier in this chapter that the effect of radia-

tion on the wastage of Ice Is a function of the size and depth of the

lake. Because shallow lakes have much smjlier heat capacities than

deep lakes, they will have higher water temperatures for a given amount

of absorbed radiation. The shallow lakes would therefore have more

heat available to melt the ice from below. This would tend to reduce

the effectiveness of using mean air temperature as an indicator for

break-up, prUticularly for shallow lakes.

p



VI. ALBEDO

Surface albedo, which is defined as the ratio of reflected to inci-

dent solar radiaUcn at the earth's surface, Is important In any climatic

study, because that portion of the incident solar radiation that Is not

reflected by the surface is absorbed and becomes available for heating

the lower atmnoschere or for evaporating water. The horizontal varia-

tions and the seasonal changes of albedo over large areas are Important

to air mass modification and regional climate studies. These variations

and changes can be estUrated from aerial albedo measurements.

Studies on this subject have been made by suich .rsestigators as Fritz

(1948), Bauer and Dutton (1960 and 1962), Dutton %196Z), and Kung,

Bryson, and Lenschow (1964).

Because the subject of this report is the relationship of lake ice

and climate, the main emphasis of this section will be on the effects

of lakes and snow cover on albedo in the tundra and boreal forest

regions of central Canada with the inclusion of albedo values from the

northe hardwood-conifer forest and farmland mixture area of the

northern U. S. included for comparison purposes. Representative

sections fto the albedo records obtained on various flights and cover-

ing horizontal distances of IS to 50 miles over these regions were

selected, and the mean, standard deviation, relative variance, and

range of the albedo for each of these sections are given in Table 12 and

shown graphically In Figures 37, 38 and 39. Additional values of

77
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rigure 37. Albedo means and ranges for tundra region.
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albedo for various regions are presented in the appendix.

Relative variance, or coefficinnt of variability (see Steel and

Torrie, 1960, and Kung, Bryson, and Lenschow, 1964), which is the

ratio of standard deviation to mean in percent, expresses generally

the %varlation of the reflectivity caused by the heterogeneity of the

surface.

The tundra region of Canada, because of the general absence of

trees, exhibits the highest seasonal range of albedo of the three major

areas studied (see Fig. 37). The numerous lakes in this region do not,

however, have a large effect on the horizontal variation of albedo

in the winter or the summer seasons. During the winter when all

lakes are frozen, the surface can be considered continental, and with

a snow cover it has a high albedo with a low coefficient of variability.

During the summer the albedo of the tundra is low enough so that the

addition of lakes causes only a slight decrease in the mean reflectIv-

Ity of the surface. However, in spring and autumn, when the lakes

are partially frozen with no snow cover on the ground, there is a pro-

nounced lake effect on the albedo. During these seasons the albedo

is extremely variable, and the standard deviation and relative variance

wre very high.

In the boreal forest region the seasonal changes of albedo are

not as greet as in the tundra, but the lake effect is larger as indicated

by wider ranges of values and generally higher coefficients of variabil-

Ity. Considering the nature of the terrain this is understandable.
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FIGURE 40. View of snow covered terrain in boreAl forest region.

The crowns of the trees do not support the generally dry and powdery

snow, and the forest appears dark during both winter and sunm mer,

particularly when viewed from the direction parallel with the incident

solar radiation. Interspersed throughout the forest are numerous lakes

and bogs. In the winter when these are frozen and snow covered, they

appear as light areas, raising the average albedo of the region by a

factor of two compared to forest areas without lakes and bogs (Fig. 40).

When analyzing the albedo data for this type of terrain, it Is im-

portant to consider whether the values of reflected radiation were ob-

tained through the use of a beanm or hemispheric solarimeter. (All

values herein were obtained by the hemispheric method. ) Thth reflec-
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Uvity of a snow covered forest of the type observed in central Canada

is much higher when viewed from above than from an angle because

more of the lighter snow covered ground is rislble. A beam solari-

meter, then, would pookably give higher reflected values over this

region than a hemispheric device because the latter instrument "sees"

the darker ground at an angle also. ktually, the surface might ab-

sorb more energy than either albedo method would indicate because

the hemispheric solirimeter does receive most of its energy from the

vertical also. When considering the amount of energy absorbed by

the boreal forest and by the tundra in the autumn and spring, the

albedo measurements obtained by either method, and In particular the

beam method, might tend to indicate smaller absorbed energy differ-

ences between the two regions than actually exist. An estimate of

the mean albodo of this region, considering the difference Ir reflec-

tivity of direct solar and diffuse iky radiation by this arusotropic sur-

face, indicates that the measured values were 40 to 60 percent too

high. Mean albedo values for the snow covered for. st of 29 to 35

percent were provided by the estimate.

Albedo values obtained from the northern hardwood-conifer forest

and farmland mixture region (Fig. 39) are included primarily for com-

parison with values obtained over similar areas by Bauer and Dutton

(1960) and Kung, Bryson, and Lenschow (1964).

Of significance to the meteorologist are the effects that seasonal

changes of albedo have on regional climate and general circulatior.
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patterns. For example, Bryson and Lahey (1Q58) have suggested that

a rapid and drastic change of the albedo of the tundra in June might

trigger the change from one natural season to another natural season.

By using albedo values given above, snow observations from Operation

Breakup 1963, and solar radiation values estimated from the results

of Bernhardt and Phillips (141,I), it is possible to estimate the change

in absorbed solar radiation between snow and no snow conditions. The

results shown in Table 13 were computed for the tundra area of northern

Canada lying south of the bt6th parallel and west of Hudson Bay.

On the flight of 2Z May 1963, the snow line was observed some

250 miles south of the forest-tundra border, and on the flight of 14

June, no snow was observed as far north as W4N., o; 4;0 miles

north of the 22 May snow line position. No snow was observed on

the I July flight to the Actic Ocean. It is reasonable to assume

from these three observations that the tundra was still completely

snow covered as late as I June and probably snow free no later than

21 June. During this three week period the albedo of the tundra

dropped from an average of approximately 83 percent to about 20 per-

cent (1S percent for the land surface and about 40 percent for the partly

open lakes which constitute up to 15 percent of the tundra surface).

This decrease in the reflectivity of the suface plus the increase in

incident radiation at the surface between I and 21 June resulted in a

600 percent increase in the absorbed radiation of from 60 to 363 ly/day

durwl-. this period.
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TABLE 13

EFEtCT OF OBSERVED ALBEDO ON EFFECTIVE SOLAR RADIATION FOR
TUNDRA REGION

SI June Z1

Albedo of land 83 percent 15 percent

Albedo of lakes (15 percent of surface) 83 40

Solar radiation at surface under 352. ) 446. 4
average cloud conditions
(estimated from Bernhardt and
Philipps, 19S8) (ly/day)

Radiation absorbed per unit area
(ly/day) land 60.0 379.4

lakes 60.0 267.8

Total 60.0 362.6

TABLE 14

HEAT BALANCE ESTIMATE FOR TUNDRA REGION 1963 (ly/day)

Incoming solar radiation 352.8 446.4

Reflected solar radiation -29Z. 8 - 66.9

Effective long wave radiation -131.0 -132.5

Net radiation - 71.0 247.0

Heat storage (land) 2.5

Heat required to melt permahost 36.0
(0.5 rcm/day)

Heat for evaporation (latent)* -160.4

Sensible beet* - 48. 1

*Using Bryson and Kuhn's Bowen ratio value (0. 30)

I
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Whether this sudden and drastic change of albedo actually served

as a triggering mechanism for the atmosphere will have to await further

study, but it seems plausible that this tremendous increase of .aergy

occurring suddenly and at about the same time in all the tundra regions

of the northern hemisphere should produce a noticeable effect.

To obtain some idea of the partitioning of this energy absorbed by

the tundra and the amount available as sensible and latent heat, the

heat balance for the area was estimated (Table 14).

The equation for estimating the net radiation at the tundra surface

is given by

RN =RI + % (2)

where

% net radiation

N incoming short wave radiation

% reflected short wave radiation

RLeff. = effective long wave radiation.

The values of incoming solar radiation and albedo are the same as

given in Table 13, and the formula for computing effective long wave

radiation is that of Budyko (1958).

The heat balance equation for estimating sensible and latent heat

transfer over the land surface is given by

S+ M % +Q +E (3)
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where

S = heat stored in the soil

M = permafrost melt (estimated at 0. 5 cm/day
from in 1= measurements)

Q = sensible heat

E = heat for evaporation (latent heat).

For estimating the storage and melting terms of the heat budget equa-

tion, Larsen's (1965) values for permafrost depths and soil tempera-

tures in tussock muskeg material for the period 1 - 21 June 1963 near

£nnadai, N. W. T. were used. The July Bowen ratio estimate of Bryson

and Kuhn 41962) for the region from Norman Wells, N.W.T. to Fort

Smith, Alta., was used for determining the sensible and latent heat

terms because a ratio estimate for June was not available.

Applying the estimated value for sensible heat transfer to the at-

mosphere, 48. 1 ly/day, to a column of air 1000 meters In hoight and

with a mean temperature of OC. gives a heating rate of approximately

1.6"C. per day. This heating rate does not appear to be unrealistic.

From radiosonde data obtained at Baker Lake on 20 June 1963, the

average temperature increase between 0600 and 1800 hours CST in the

lower 1000 meters was computed to be 1. 3C. An average temperature

ncrease of i. 85"C. per day for this layer was also computed for the

period between 1800 hours on 17 June and 1800 hours on 21 June. This

agrees quite well with the results in Table 14. Winds at this station

during this period were very light to calm and more northerly in frequency.



VII. THE RELATIONSHIP OF LAKE ICE TO AIR MASSES

It was suggested in the introduction of this paper that the areal

t pattern of freeze-up might give information about the movement and

modification of air masses. This chapter presents the results of an

examination of the relationship between lake ice and air masses, in

particular with regard to the deep lake freeze line.

Ragotzkie and McFadden (196Z) suggested that the freezing of

shallow lakes was due to outbreaks of cold continental Polar (cP) air,

one or two of which were sufficient to freeze the shallowest lakes, and

that the deep lake line marked the dominant position of the polar front

behind which continental Polar air was the dominant air mass.

Before relating freeze-up to continental Polar air it is best to have

a working definition for that air mass. The original classification of

air masses was made some 30 years ago by such investigators as

Willett (1933), Wexler (1936), and Showalter (1939) for the winter and

summer months only. They agreed generally that the cP air mass is

the coldest and driest of all North Anerican air masses at low levels

during most of the yearw, and that its characteristic properties are

acquired within its so~uce region.

The source regiin for the continental Polar air mass on the North

American continent in winter Is northwestern Canada, parts of Alaska,

and the neighboring arctic. This region is protected from low level,

warm, maritime air invasions from the North Pacific by such lofty

69
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mountains as the Alaska and the St. Elias Ranges and the Cassiar

and Mackenzie Mountains. East of the Mackenzie Mountains the

source region 1'% characterized almost entirely by plains, high in the

west and saloping down very gently east and northeast to the ice-bound

sounds of the Archipelago on the north and to Hudson Bay on the east.

Furthermore, this entire region from central Canada northward over

Hudson Bay and the Actic Ocean has a general snow cover throughout

the winter season. Thus the high latitude, snow cover, and protection

at least in the low levels against invasion of warm maritime air from

the North Pacific, make this region ideally suited for the formation of

a cold, dry a4r mass of great extent.

The mechanism that produces the continental Polar air mass was

first pointed out by Willett (1933) to be extreme radiational coolinr of

the lower layer of the atmosphere. Wexler (1936) developed the theory

for this radiational transfer process. The process involves a considera-

tion of the radiative equilibrium between the atmosphere and the snow

surface and takes into account the radiation absorptive properties of

the carbon dioxide and water vapor in the air.

Finally, these investigators described the thermodynamic nature

of the cP air mass in a winter situation by using two of the more con-

servative properties of air, potential temperature and mixing ratio, and

plotting characteristic soundings of this air mass on Rossby diagrams.

These plots all showedlfor a sounding through the first 3 km. of the
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air mass, potential temperatures less than 290"K. and mixing ratios
generally less than 1.0 gm.Acgm. Willett (1935) concluded that a

rmarked thermal stratificaton and a moderdte moisture stratificaton Is

typical of a cP air mass during the cold season in any continental or

effectilely continental (frozen maritime) source region.

Although November is not considered a winter month, soundings

made at 60°N during this month in -in air mass origindting in north-

western Canada should have properties approaching those describe'd

by earlier investigators, but not ntec.'ssarily identical. ror this in-

vestiqation, an air m~ass movin, frn:- northtern or northwcstern Canada

southward across the tundra will be called continental Polar.

In tials study the plan was to analyze radiosonde data from stations

on both sides of the deep freeze lines on days when the source of the

air arriving at each station was the cP source region in northwestern

Canada. If the assumption is true that north of the deep lake freeze

line a typical winter cP air mass Is dominant, then soundings of sta-

tions north of this line plotted on a Rossby diagram should resemble

the cP air masses described by the early investigators. The sounding

from a station south of the deep lake freeze line should show the modi-

fication of the c air produced by the addition of sensible heat and

moisture from the as yet unfrozen lakes.

The sparseness of radiosonde stations in Canada and in particular

within the study area made detailed analysis difficult. In central

Canada only the stations at Baker Lake, N. W. T. Churchill, Manitoba,
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and The Pas, Manitoba obtain upper air data.

After completing the analysis of the data from many of the radio-

sonde stations in central Canada for several different dates from

September through November, 1963, it was apparent that the sound-

ings obtained north of the deep lake freeze line were not the typical

winter cP air mass soundings reported by tne early inv,.stigators.

Figure 41 shows the Rosslry diagram plots and winds from upper

air soundings obtained at these three stations fer tiv 24-hour period

beginning at 0000 G. M. T. on 12 November. This time interval was

picked for two reasons. A large high pressure region was situated

over central Canada, and the air arriving at thte three stations was

from the north-northwest. Secondly, the location of the deep lake.

freeze line was known to be about 4000 miles south of daker Lake,

about 125 miles south of Churchill, and about 100 miles north or

The Pas.

While these plots are .aot typical of winter cP air masses, the

modification influences of frozen versus unfrozen lakes is apparent.

The soundings made at Baker Lake and Churchill at 0000 G. M. T. on 12

November reveal a great deal of moisture throughout the column. The

moisture Is a result of the air arriving at these two stations having

passed over Hudson Bay the day before. (The wind direcaion on the

surface at Baker Lake at 0000 G. M. T., V 1 November was '.20" and

at 900 mbN 050. ) The sounding at Thn Pas for the same time shows
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a much drier column of air, which is a result cf its winds being

northwesterly the previous day. Note, however, that in the lower

layers (surface to 850 mb. ) the air is gener.idly stable at Baker Lake

and Chwchill but convectively unstable at The Pis.

During the next Z4 hour period, the air arriving at Baker Lake

and Churchill, having traveled over a frozen and snow covered tundra,

became increasingly dricr while remaining stable throughout. The

air reaching The Pas, after traveling over a region of partially open

lakes, remained convectively unstable from the surface to the 900 mb

level. It is suggested that this instability was a result of heat and

moisture being added to the c--old air as it moved across the unfrozen

lakes. Data on cle.d distribution and precipitation from the many

flights through the transition zone during periods of freeze-up lend

cupport to this idea. Ragotzkie and McFadden (1962) reported a

great deal of convective activity, cc uds not apparently associated

with cyclonic stoma and fronts, and precipitation mostly in the form.

of snow showers within the transition zone. Very little activity of

this nature was observed either side of this zone.

While the above gives some information about the effects of

unfrozen lakes on the modification of cold, dry air, it does not show

whether cP air is the dominant air mass behind the deep lake freeze

line. If such a situation actually exists, then there might be a
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correlation between deep lake freeze lines and mean polar front po-

sitions as delineated by the mean monthly wind patterns. While

these patterns would not show the thermodynamic character of the

air, they would show, on the average, from what source region the

air at the different stations originated. If the deep lake freeze line

marks an air mass boundary, then such a correlation should show

agreement between the location of the mid-month deep lake freeze

line and the mean monthly position of a confluent zo-.e between air

of cP origin and that of another origin.

Data for computing mean monthly wind patterns were taken from

hourly wind tables In the Monthly Records of Metoorological Obser-

vations in Canada (1961 and 1963). These tables list winds for

various stations in frequency in hours at 8 or 16 points of the compass.

The directional frequencies for each station for October and November,

1961 and I.63, were punched on cards and the mean wind direction

for each month for each station was computed on the CDC 1604 com-

puter. These data were then plotted on maps. The term resultant

wind is not used because wind speeds were not available and there-

fore not used In the computation.

Figures 42-45 show the mean wind directions for the selected sta-

tions, the line of confluence between northern Canada or cP air and

air from a southerly direction, and the actual or estimated mid-month
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position of the deep lake freeze line for October and November, 1961

and 1963. Figures 4Q and 43 show that for October, 196: and 1963,

there is fairly good agreement between the position of the confluence

,)f the air masses and the mid-month position of the deep lake freeze

line. Figures 44 and 45 show that for November 1961 and 1963, the

agreement between these variables is poor, particularly for November,

1961. A suitable explanation for this lack of agreement may be found

if the factors involved in the freezing of a lake are considered more

closely.

As has already .*een mentioned, a lake cools primaril by losing

heat to the atmosphere through the transfer of sensible ai latent heat.

This occurs when the air temperature is less than the wat..r temperature.

As long as this is the case, the lake will continue to 10.5 heat until

it eventually freezes. Wind direction is of no direct consequence.

Air temperature Is the important factor. Figures 44 and 4 5 show that

cP air, as defined for this study, played a more prominent role in

freezing lakes in November 1963 than In November 1961. The deep

lake freeze line, however, Is further south along I 00'W. langitude

in 1961, implying that temperatures were lower in this region in 1961.

Figure 46 shows the mean November soundings for 1961 and 1963 ob-

tained at The Pas, Manitoba, plotted on a StUve diagram and then

computed potential temperatures and mixing ratios plotted on a Rossby

diagram. This information shows quite clearly that the temperature
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and moisture content of the air at The Pas were lower in 1961, even

though the mean posit'.on of the polar front was much further north.

Figure 47 depicts the 15 November snow line for 1961 and 1963

and the estimated position of the deep lake freeze line for these two

dates. Note that the air moving into the study area from the south-

west passed over snow covered terrain in 1961 and snowless terrain

in 1963. It is apparent that the air moving into the study area in 1961

from the snow covered plains of Alberta and Saskatchewan acquired

characteristics very similar to cP air even though it was of PKcific

origin. This air was sufficiently cold to freeze all of the lakes well in

advance of the passage of the Polar front.

It was pointed out earlier in this chapter that the original classi-

flcaUon of cP air was thermodynamic in nature, and that the character

of the air In this type of air mass had been described for winter and

summar months. As this investigation considered the transitional

months just ivior to winter, the true winter type properties of contin-

ental Polar air were not observed. In order to relate the distribution

of lake ice to a known air mass, however, it was necessary to redefine

cP air based on trajectory Instead of the thermodynamic properties used

by the early Investigators.

It was also demonstrated In an earlier chapter that the freezing of

a lake depends on air temperature. The cold temperature required to

freeze all of the lakes In a given region at this time of year can always
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be provided by a polar air mass, but It was also observed that air of

another type (Pacific) may have essentially the same properties and

thereby affect freezing of the lakes provided it is modified by a snow

cover and has cP-llke properties when it reaches the region of the

lakes.

It is suggested, therefore, that for this time of year, if there is

no snow in advance of the southward moving polar iront, the mein

monltiy position of thit. front will aciree reasonably well with the

mid-month position of the deep lake freeze line. If good snow cover

does exist south of the advancing front, then there need not be any

association between the front and the deep lake line.



VIII. ESTIMATION OF MEAN LAKE DEPTHS FROM FREEZE DATES

After concluding that the morphology cf lakes •joes affect their

response to climate in that deeper lakes react more slowly to changes

in climite than bhAllower onss, it is then (easible to exam-ne the pos-

aittlity of estimating meatn depths of l..:es remotely by observing their

freeze d ttes. From lake ice data obtai: ,i Jcvrinj Freezeup 1961,,

estimates were mad& of the mean depth- of several laket, between The

Pas and Lynn Lake, Manitoba bose'i on their freezing dates as compared

with the freezing date of a lake with a kncwn mean d,&pth locauted near-

by. The results of these estimates were repcrted by Raqotzk:e and

McFadden (1962), but it was not until the summer of I Qb 1 that dt.it

were obtained to verify these estinates.

The method used for verifying the 1q61 estimate was that described

by Stewart (1964) which utilizes Merlin's formula to determine the wean

depth of a lake, given the primary s.ca:he period of that lake. The

primary seiche period of the lake is determined by applying a spectral

analysis to the selche record obtaineJ from the lake (Fig. 48). Stewart

concluded from his study that for lakes that are free ot channels and

obstructions, suci is bars or large Islands, Merian's formula provides

en estimate of mean depth with an error of less than I meter for lakes

that vary between Z and 30 meters in mean depth. A portion of the

ac ual seiche record obtained from Clearwatar Lake, near The Pas,

al'ong with its spectrum Is showai in Fig. 48.
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As a further check on Stewart's work, records of the seiches on

lakes with both known and unknown mean depths were obtained.

TABLE IS

MEAN DEPTH COMPARISONS

MEAN DEPTH (m. )
Lake Seiche Est. Ice Est. By sounding

Clearwater Lake 19.1 IS 15.t

Clearwater Bay 1.6 - -

Grace Lake 1.0 (1.0) 1.0

Egg Lake 5.8 (6.0) 6.0

Rocky Lake 5. 1 (5. 0) 5. 0

Athapapuskow Lake 11.9 > 6.0 -

(East Am) 10.0 > 6.0 -

Homing Lake Z. 9 (S. Basin) > 6.0 3. 0*

Storey Lake 7.7 > 6. 5 -

Counsel! Lake 6.7 > 6.5 -

Reeder Lake -< 1.0 < 1.0

mean depth according to Lawler and Watson (1958)

(depth) = reference lake depth used for ice estimate

With the exception of Clearwater Laka the agreement between the

estimates from the seiehe periods and the measured values is reason-

ably good (Table IS). The high value foa- Clearwater Lake is possibly

explained by the fact that the pcak in the spectral analysis at 42. Z

minutes Is actually representative of the range 37. 5 - 48. 2 minutes.

Using these limits in computing the mean depth yields a range of

14.6 - 24.2 meters. The known depth falls within this range. The4

lack of precision for this lake is a result of the shortness of the

d
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record. For a lake this size a very long record is desirable.

Lake freezing dates can be used to indicate relative depths. In

addition, if the mean depths of one or several lakes in an area where

climatic conditions are the same throughout are kivjwn, then it is

possible to estimate the mean depths of the remairung lakes relative

to the known mean depths from freezing date information. This method

worked in all of the above cases with the exception of Heming Lake.

Seiche estimated and known depths agree, but the ice estimate does

not. This discrepancy is most probablv a result of an identification

error made during the reconnaissance flight.



DX. SUMMARY

The interrelationship of lake ice and climate on a regional basis

has been demonstratcd, and, as observed by Scott (1964), there are

seasonal and lake-to-lake variations in the patterns of freezing ana

thawing of lakes within and between different reg'ons. As this paper

considered several relationships in scme detail, this summary s pre-

sented to review the important fndings and to suggcst courses of ac-

tion •oncerning further investigations of several of these relationships.

It seemed rather remarkable that the pattern of freezing of lakes in

central Canada in 1963 was very similar to the 1961 pattern. Whether

this similarity persists in all years is, of course, unknown. The

freezing pattern was found to reflect and apparently be related to the

climaUc singularity "Indian Sumnor" described by &k-/son and Lahey

(195S).

No comparison could be made between the patterns of break-up

in 1963 and 1964 because two different areas were investigated. The

transiticn zone during break-up was observed to become narrower and

its boundaries more sharply defined northwest of thc 1963 study area.

Current botanical studies indicate more sharply defined vegetative

boundaries to the northwest also.

The processes involved in the freezing and thawing of lakes are

different, with the transfer of sensible and latent heat to t`- -,mosphere

being almost entirely responslei for the cooling and eventual freezing

109
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of lakes, and radiation being also important in the wastage of the ice

prior to break-up. These findings of Scott (1964) show the importance

of air temperature as a factor in the freezing and thawing of lakes.

Comparisons of running mean air temperature with freeze dates

show that there is very good agreement between the freezing date of

deep lakes and the date the 40-dAy s iean air temperature passes

through OC. and almost as goou agreement between the freezing of

shallow lakes and the date the 3-day mean air temperature passes

through OC. These findings are in contrast to those of Burbidge and

Lauder (19S7) who concluded that there was very poor agreement be-

tween these variables.

The agreement between break-up and mean air temperature was

relatively poor. There was some agreement between the thawing

dates of deep lakes and a 40-day mean air temperature of between

4.5 and 5"C., but the results were not consistent as in the case of

freeze-up. For small lakes radiation affected the ice wastage

and the air temperature hypothesis falls short of btIng a good indi-

cator for break-up dates.

While the major change in the albedo of central Canada was a

result of the presence or absence of snow, the effects of lakes were

strikingly different in the tundra and boreal forest regions. Lakes

caused very little horizontal variation in either the summer or winter

In the tundria, but produced a large horizontal variation in the boreal

forest when snow was Wesent.
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The rapid disappearance of snow from the tundra observed in

June 1963 caused an estimated 600 percent increase in the absorbed

radiation at the surface. Whether this rather sudden and drastic

change in absorbed radiation occurring over the entire tundra

region had any effect on the general circulation pattern must await

further study. The estimated heating of 1000 meters of itmosphere

by an average of 1.6 C. per day during this period does agree fairly

well with radiosonde observations at Baker Lake, N. W. T.

The initial supposition (Ragotzkte itnd McFadden, 1 6 2), that the

positon of the deep lake freeze line probably coincided with the

dominant position of the polar front does not appear to be correct.

Although the mid-montn deep lake freeze line and the dominant posi-

tion of the polar front for the months of October 1961 and 1963 did

lie close together when their positions were in the tundra, the Novem-

ber data show very poor agreement, particularly for 1961. It is ap-

parent that wind direction has no direct effect on the freezing of

lakes, and that it Is not necessary for a continental polar air mass

to be the dominant air mass before all lakes are frozen. Analysis of

snow cover and radiosonde date for November 1961 showed that air

of apparently Pacific origin acquired cP-like characteristics flowing

across the snow covered plains of Alberta and Saskatchewan, and

"that this air was sufficiently cold to freeze eventhe deepest lakes

well south of the polar front,

The freezing date of a lake is dependent on its mean depth.
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This fact permits an estimation of the relative depths of a group of

lakes by a comparison of their dates of freeze-up, which in turn can

be obtained by aerial observation. If the mean depth of one or two of

the lakes in the group is known, then the mean depths of the other

lakes can be estimated relative to the known depths. This procedure

worked quite well for a group of lakes in Manitoba whose mean depths

were estimated from freeze-up data and later verified by measurement.

Because of the scope of this investigation It was not possible to

examine in great detail all of the relationships mentioned in this dis-

sertation. It is suggested that additional work be done with regard to

the relationship of lake ice and air masses and in studying the effects

of the rapid disappearance of snow from the tundra in early June.

It would also be Interesting to study the feasibility of using a

Nimbus type satellite for observing the pattern ot freezing and thawing

of lakes. If it is possible to observe the ice patterns from satellite

altitudes, then information on the climate ol. some rernte regions of

th.e world could be obtained through the Interrelationship of lake Ice

and clmate.

(,
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An aerial recomnaissance of lake ice conditions in the Shield
region of Central Canada west of Hudson Day, and northeastern
Minnesota and Wisconsin wae conducted during the periods of lake
freese-up 1961 and 1963 and Lake break-up 1963 and 1964 using a
PZV patrol aircraft provided by the United States Navy. Albedo
measurements of the surface were also made durin~g these flights.
The date frtom these surveys were comared with climatic data of
the region, and the following interre lationships were found. (U)

Observations of the freezing of lakes showed that betwen
the area of all frozen lakes and the area of all open lakes there
is a transition sone. The southern boundary of this zoone is
determined by the freezing of the shallowest lakes and the
northern bounlary by the freezing of the deepest l akes.* The width
of this zone and the directional trend and movement of its
boundaries shamiA a recognizable pattern from year to year for
the sam region. These patterns reflect anid are &Mprently
related to the climatic singularity 0Indian 3mimer . (U)
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The patterns of ice break-up for 1963 and 1964 could not be
directly compared because different areas were investigated. 3ut the
transition zone was observed to be narrower and better defined in
the northwest section of the study area, indicating that the :limatic
boundaries are also more distinct toward the northwest. Thi. agrees
with the mox* sharply defined vegetative boundaries found in this
region. (M)

Comparison of lake freezing dates with running mean air
temperatures shows that there is good agreement between the I:eez~ng
date of deep lakes and a 40-day running mean air temperature of 0 C.,
and a fair agreement between freezing dates of shallow lakes ind a
3-day mean air temperature of 00 C. The agreement between thawing
dates and mean air temperature is relatively poor. (U)

Aerial measuremenLs show that there is very little hori7ontal
variation in the albedo of the tundra in the summer when lake3 are
free of ice and in the winter when they are frozen and the relion
is snow covered. Large horizontal variations of albedo occu, in
the tundra when lakes are frozen but there is no snow, and ir the
boreal forest region when the lakes are frozen and snow coverid. (D')

The rapid disappearance of the snow from the tundra observed ini
1963 produced a sudden increase of 600 percent in the amount if
absorbed radiation at the surface. A heat budget estimate fG.: the
tundra land surface after the snow had disappeared indicates :hat
the sensible heat transfer to the atmosphera was sufficient t3 heat
the lower 1000 meters of air at a rate of 1.60C. per day, a figure
that agrees quite well with actual observations. (U)

The freezing of lakes does not appear to be dependent on the
presence of a particular type of air moss. Sufficiently cold air
temperatures to freese all lakes can be present in an air mass of
polar origin, or in an air mass of Pacific origin that has bcen modified
over an extensive snow surface. (U)

Because the freezing date of a lake is dependent on its mean
depth, the relative depths of a group of lakes can be estimat.ad from
the sequence of their freezing dates. (U)
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